Waco Agility Group
Rules for Members, Students,
and Visitors
Human Rules
1. Please let your dog “relieve” themselves outside the field and clean up any fecal matter
deposited by your dog. There are pooper scoopers in the shed and deposit fecal matter
in the bucket with the orange lid.
2. Do not let your dog(s) relieve themselves on the equipment. If this should happen,
especially in the tunnels or chute, there is disinfectant spray and paper towels in the
shed.
3. Throw away trash in garbage cans provided.
4. If you smoke, please extinguish cigarettes in your vehicles. (Do not throw cigarette
butts on the ground)
5. If you take any equipment from the shed, please put up when finished.
6. Place chairs and table in the shed when finished.
7. Treat the equipment with respect so it will not get broken.
8. Children are not allowed on the field unless they are involved in a class and accompanied by an adult.
9. Do not allow children to climb on the equipment or the fence.
10. Wear appropriate clothing for running with your dog. Flip Flops are not allowed.
11. Humans should not engage in drinking alcoholic beverages before or during agility
classes.
12. Any mistreatment or abuse of the dogs is not allowed, and if it occurs, you will be
removed from class without a refund.
13. Make sure that all field lights are turned off, shed doors closed, and gate latched before
leaving.
14. During mowing season, we have someone that mows the field on Friday. So the field
needs to stay clear of equipment. If you move any equipment onto the field, you
must return it to where you got it from.
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Waco Agility Group
Rules for Members, Students,
and Visitors
Dog Rules
1. Beginner dogs and students may not work obstacles alone until cleared by an instructor. Also, do not attempt any obstacles that have not been taught or practiced in class.
Do not raise bar height on jumps above what you practice in class.
2. At the discretion of the training directors or agility instructors, dogs deemed not under
control will be dismissed from class and handlers will be given a list of available obedience resources in the local area. Dogs that are dog or people aggressive may not
participate in classes nor work on the field.
3. Only 1 dog at a time on any piece of equipment.
4. Only flat buckle or snap collars may be used on dogs. Absolutely no training collars,
choke collars or pinch collars (i.e. metal or nylon slip collars without stops) will be
allowed when a dog is working. British slip leads will be allowed.
5. No dogs in heat will be allowed on the field.

THOSE UNWILLING TO COMPLY WITH FIELD RULES WILL BE ASKED TO LEAVE
WITHOUT A REFUND.
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